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There are in our existence spots of time

Which with distinct preeminence retain

A fructifying virtue, whence, depressed
By trivial occupations and the round

Of ordinary intercourse, our minds—

Especially the imaginative power—

Are nourished and invisibly repaired;

Such moments chiefly seem to have their date

In our first childhood.1

Six months after writing “Tintern Abbey,” Wordsworth composed the passage that
articulates his dominant strategy in The Prelude and, more generally, the poetic focus
associated with the technique of the Wordsworthian lyric. Though this passage was
moved to the end of Book XI (given the Lockean title, “Imagination, How Impaired and
Restored”) in the 1805 Prelude, Wordsworth’s “spots of time” are at the core of the
project, the scene of return that characterizes lyric loss and obsession, the repetition
enacted by refrain. As both a method of mediating loss and of creating poetry, the “spot
of time” is a mode that does not distinguish mourning from melancholia, the speaking of
the poem from the failure to resolve the past emotions that form its origin. The spot of
time’s willing irresolution, its consent to melancholia, is central to the Romantic and
post-Romantic lyric.

The unanchored “this,” of the question, “Was it for this . . .?” intoned three times to
inaugurate the work (Book I, lines 1, 6, and 17 of the 1799), arrives at the notion of these
spots. Although it has been suggested that by “this,” Wordsworth was “referring to failure
to begin work on the main philosophical section of The Recluse,”2 literally and literarily,
the question brings us to the site of the poem: was it for these words and this moment that
these episodes impress themselves recurrently upon the psyche? The spot of time is also a
question, a seed of past intensity that endows its “fructifying virtue” upon the present,
“nourish[ing]” and “repair[ing]” the rupture of time through the harvest of memory.

*Irene Hsiao, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL. E-mail: wystel@uchicago.edu
1William Wordsworth, “The Two-Part Prelude of 1799,” The Prelude: 1799, 1805, 1850, ed. Jonathan
Wordsworth, M. H. Abrams, and Stephen Gill (New York and London: Norton, 1979), I.288–296.
2Ibid.
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Despite the promised restoration, the “spots of time” offered as models are centered
upon encounters with death. Completing the half line stopped by “first childhood,” the
sentence beginning “I remember well” leads into the borderland of memory, a
reminiscence of “the twilight of rememberable life” (I.298), that begins to take the
form of a mythical narrative of maturation: the child separates from his “encourager and
guide” (I.303), drops from “ambitious hopes” and “hills” into “fear,” a “rough and stony
moor,” and finally enters “a bottom where in former times/A man, the murderer of his
wife, was hung” (I.308–309). Like his observation in the passage immediately preceding
“spots of time,” of the drowned figure who, “’mid that beauteous scene/Of trees and hills
and water, bolt upright/Rose with his ghastly face” (I.277–279), the speaker offers no
reaction to or commentary on his grisly discovery. Instead, he displaces the death,
entering sidelong into a symbolic arena, a redemptive vision:

Only a long green ridge of turf remained

Whose shape was like a grave. I left the spot,

And reascending the bare slope I saw
A naked pool that lay beneath the hills,

The beacon on the summit, and more near

A girl who bore a pitcher on her head

And seemed with difficult steps to force her way

Against the blowing wind. It was in truth

An ordinary sight, but I should need

Colours and words that are unknown to man

To paint the visionary dreariness
Which, while I looked all round for my lost guide,

Did at that time invest the naked pool,

The beacon on the lonely eminence,

The woman and her garments vexed and tossed

By the strong wind. (I.312–327)

Though he recounts his ascent from the floor of the valley and continued search for
his “lost guide,” the speaker’s narrative becomes incidental to that of a figure common to
Wordsworth’s poetry: a stranger native to the environment that he intrudes upon,
almost continuous with the natural landscape but marked by the resistant energy of work.
The “girl who bore a pitcher on her head” appears abruptly on the otherwise deserted
scene. She receives the weight of the scene as she moves “with difficult steps to force
her way/Against the blowing wind” (I.318–319). The speaker’s attention to the girl’s
labored movements disguises his aphasia: his struggle to escape the chasm and what he has
found there, to transport the shock of his confrontation with violent death and maintain a
coherent ego, is projected onto the blurred outline of the “woman and her garments vexed
and tossed/By the strong wind,” bearing a burden that may at any moment fall, shatter,
dissipate, and be reabsorbed into the landscape. The difficulty of an intact return—of both
the speaker and his testimony—becomes a poetic problem, a problem of needing a greater
perceptual language, “colours and words that are unknown to man,” to describe neither
the girl’s efforts nor the speaker’s own plight, but the reflective surface of the “naked pool,/
The beacon on the lonely eminence,” a curious “beacon” that does not light the way but
obscures the scene into a “visionary dreariness.” Viewed from beneath at an impossible
angle, the pool on the summit becomes a repository for the horror that goes undescribed;
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it is a sink of the unconscious, even as it mirrors the “ordinary sight” of the surroundings.
The pool parallels the liquid in the pitcher poised on the girl’s head—a small thing to be
perilously transported in the mind—and serves as an orientation point, a target that has
the potential to lead the speaker home. Overwhelming and bare, the pool is inalienable
from a kind of nakedness: the vulnerability of the speaker, the plainness of the events, the
expression and elision of the landscape.

At the bottom of the valley, beneath the pool, is the deepest hollow of the poem: “Only
a long green ridge of turf . . .Whose shape was like a grave.” The speaker does not linger:
“I left the spot” (I.312––313). The “spot”—reminiscent of the haunted locale “like an
infant’s grave in size” in “The Thorn”—resonates undeniably with the “spot of time”
twenty-five lines above it. Nowhere else in the passage does the word recur. Significantly,
the “spot” has a “shape . . . like a grave”; it is not in itself the grave, but a sign of something
concealed, past, inaccessible, subconscious, as much as it is the marker of death. The
implication of death permeates the scene, but the “gibbet-mast” is “mouldered,” and “the
bones [are] gone” (I.310–311). Like the alleged grave in “The Thorn,” the idea of loss
rather than the experience or memory of it produces the affect of the landscape. And, like
the thorn, the “spot” is fertile despite its macabre associations, a “green ridge” rather than
a barren one, the gallows grown over rather than simply dismantled or ruined, a site of
lushness and vigor against the “bare slope.”3 The contrast created by the girl’s
unconscious movement so near the potent spot, as well as her lack of self-consciousness,
make the task of the speaker apparent: his attraction and repulsion from the spot becomes
a refrain for the incident that serves as his second “spot of time,” “another scene which left
a kindred power/Implanted in my mind” (1799, 329–330).

This second spot retains several details of the first: the speaker as a boy, the
accompanied ride, a rough landscape, eventual abandonment leading to an apprehension
of death.4 Here, the time is Christmas, the “ambitious hopes” of the younger boy replaced
by a mood “feverish, and tired, and restless,” the condition of many an adolescent
Hamlet. The speaker chooses his solitude, going “forth/Into the fields” and “repair[ing]/
Up to the highest summit” (1799, I.332, 340–341). The landscape again is desolate,
“stormy, and rough, and wild, and on the grass/I sate half sheltered by a naked wall./
Upon my right hand was a single sheep, a whistling hawthorn on my left” (1799, I.342–
345). The speaker waits, “impatient,” “with eyes intensely straining” through the mist,
and suddenly the object of his anticipation is past:

Ere I to school returned

That dreary time, ere I had been ten days

A dweller in my father’s house, he died,

And I and my two brothers, orphans then,

3In the 1805 edition, the grave is replaced by “monumental writing”: instead of a shape that indicates the
grave, the landscape is “engraven” with “the murderer’s name” (1805, XI.293–294). The finite nature of
the inscription, which names the absence, defuses the spot’s mystery. The landscape, once overwritten, is
no longer the “green ridge of turf” of the 1799 version. Instead, “by superstition of the neighbourhood/
The grass is cleared away” (1805, XI.296–297)—that is, once named, the spot is cleared of its
melancholic potential and forcibly rendered barren.
4Wordsworth uses the word “eminence” to describe both these landscapes, lines 325 and 336, echoing
the “distinct preeminence” he ascribes to the spots of time, line 289. He thus associates his psychological
journey with his physical movements, infusing the landscape with psychic significance.
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Followed his body to the grave. The event,

With all the sorrow which it brought, appeared

A chastisement; and when I called to mind

That day so lately passed, when from the crag
I looked in such anxiety of hope,

With trite reflections of morality,

Yet with the deepest passion, I bowed low

To God who thus corrected my desires (1799, I.349–360).

The speaker’s record of his emotional response to his father’s death is muted in
comparison to the protracted description of his anticipation of homecoming. His
reticence in describing “all the sorrow which it brought” is too evident in this narrative of
feeling, marking both the precipitous arrival of death and the speaker’s continued refusal
to describe it. Like the child he was, he imagines his father’s death as a “chastisement,” a
divine punishment for “desires” that seem to consist of nothing more than the “hope” of
going home, a wish to rush to the future at the expense of the present. As if to compensate
for his earlier impatience and the misguided effort of his “intensely straining” eyes to
see what was not present in the bleak scene—his father, his home, and the horses that
would carry him there—the speaker describes the earlier landscape with a vividness far
exceeding the moment of his ignorant anticipation and the grave that ends the story:

And afterwards the wind and sleety rain,

And all the business of the elements,
The single sheep, and the one blasted tree,

And the bleak music of that old stone wall,

The noise of wood and water, and the mist

Which on the line of each of those two roads

Advanced in such indisputable shapes—

All of these were spectacles and sounds to which

I often would repair, and thence would drink

As at a fountain. And I do not doubt
That in this later time, when storm and rain

Beat on my roof at midnight, or by day

When I am in the woods, unknown to me

The workings of my spirit thence are brought (1799, I.361–374).

The landscape has been altered by the experience of his father’s death into a scene
of innocence, a garden of “spectacles and sounds” where only a “blasted tree” and a
“single sheep” stood on the bare rock, a “fountain” that slakes the spiritual thirst left
behind by the father’s absence and the source of the speaker’s original sin, which is not
knowledge but the desire for power over time. The speaker’s earlier impulse to
move forward in time is now in conflict with his desire to go back, to return and
remember. Significantly, the site for his returning is neither his home, which would have
all the associations of his father’s presence contradicted by his incontestable absence,
nor his father’s grave, which would admit to the gesture of mourning, but the random
spot in the landscape that, but for the intensity of his waiting—and writing—were
otherwise blank. Both a reminder of the pure anticipation of youth and the death of the
father, the misty landscape now receives the associations of homelessness and loss,
infused with “indisputable shapes,” suggestive of the “shape . . . like a grave” of the other
spot of time, and thus the death underlying every encounter with nature—and memory.
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Still enthralled in the ambition to master time, the speaker’s youthful wish to accelerate
time has been transformed into the lyric act of suspending and dilating it.

The inexpressible “visionary dreariness” (I.322) of the earlier landscape proves its
vision in the understated “dreary time” (I.350) of the father’s death. Under the renovating
effects of this third instance of death (the first in the sequence being the drowned man of
1799, I.258–287), the relevance of the first spot of time becomes clear: the death of the
father cannot be resolved or forgotten but remains difficult, perhaps even interdicted, as a
voluntary object of meditation—the speaker refuses to mourn. Instead, the hanged man
in the valley of the first spot allows the speaker to contemplate death allegorically through
the figure of an unknown other. Justified by his guilt as a murderer and incorporated into
the landscape as the grave-shaped “long green ridge of turf,” the hanged man’s tale
resolves itself into a simplified narrative of crime, justice, and natural redemption.
Because the violence of both murder and hanging are unseen, the legend of the hanged
man permits the speaker to confront death without the consequences of grief and thus
recreates the spot at the pit of the valley as a site of discovery of self-consciousness. In
other words, displacing recovery onto the hanged man spot, an episode earlier in his
youth, allows the speaker to address the growth of his lyric power as a result of loss and to
conceal the potential for violence within himself as he plunders the grave of memory. At
the same time, through his tacit displacement, the speaker preserves the sanctity of his
father’s actual grave and evades the subject of his involuntary solitude and painful self-
consciousness.

The three deaths are united by the image of water, “Esthwaite’s lake” in the drowned
man scene, the guiding “pool” of the first spot of time, and the metaphorical “fountain” of
the second. The “naked pool,” “invest[ed]” with “visionary dreariness” becomes a scrying
mirror, an instrument that reveals both the future and the self. Meanwhile, the desolate
landscape transformed into a “fountain” demonstrates how loss calls forth the source of
poetic inspiration. Both the fountain and the pool are invaded by the implications of
the darkening face of the “calm lake” (I.271–272), the figure of the drowned man.
The corpse submerged in the waters—reflective, replenishing, and regenerative—is both
the subject of lyric investigation and the feared unnameable thing beneath it.

Ultimately, Wordsworth’s spot of time is a return to the death of the father, an attempt
to experience it fully, to justify it, and to recreate it through the poetic act. The spot of
time thus becomes a method of directing loss, of transforming a memory of absence or
abandonment into its own source of restoration and creativity. However, the expansion
of the spot of time, the memorial manufacture of a moment of greater duration and
intensity than the moment of experience, is also compensatory penance for the
anticipation that the speaker associates with the arrival of death. The crime remains: every
spot of time is a reenactment of the failure to experience the present—but instead of
“straining” toward the future, the speaker stages a lengthened return to the past.
The speaker’s unwillingness to mourn the death of his father is displaced into the
futile act of returning to an empty grave, to something which is not a grave at all, but only
“shaped” like one. In other words, the emotional potential of the spot of time
is contingent upon the abandonment by the father and the spiritual abandonment
implied by it. However, the speaker’s mode of recovery from such loss is melancholic,
displaced onto anonymous events of the past in order to endure feelings on a diminished
scale and describe them in a narrative of self-discovery that elides his true genealogy.
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Ominously, the spot of time means never having to mourn the losses of the present
through creating the past in the shape of a grave. Central to the Wordsworthian lyric,

the spot of time becomes a model for refrain, a meditative and melancholic return to

an emptied zone.
Many have emphasized Theodore Roethke’s obligations to poetic predecessors,

especially Yeats. Robert Kusch has detailed Roethke’s apprenticeship with William Carlos

Williams, a relationship that Roethke credited by dedicating Praise to the End! to

Williams and Kenneth Burke.5 From the time they met in 1940 at Penn State College,

Williams read many of Roethke’s poems and urged him “to write more and more fully

out of the less known side of your nature,”6 to be “drunker, hotter, drippier, more

unashamed”7—advice that outlines the impulses behind his own “scribbling” in Kora in
Hell and exultant outbursts in Spring and All. In answer, Roethke sent Williams an early

draft of “The Lost Son,” “a long one which I think is the best I’ve done so far,” and about

which he declared,

It’s written, as you’ll see right away for the ear and not the eye. It’s written to be heard. And if

you don’t think it’s got the accent of native American speech, your name ain’t W.C.

Williams, I say belligerently. In a sense it’s your poem—yours and Kenneth Burke’s.8

While Roethke owed his commitment to imagism and “native American speech” to

Williams’ influence, Roethke’s debt to the Romantics has also been amply demonstrated,
a debt he freely announced.9 Praise to the End! takes its title from the 1850 Prelude

(I.350), and every poem in the first part references a poetic “ancestor.”10

Jenijoy LaBelle, in particular, has argued that Roethke is “most original when he is

most imitative” (126); Jay Parini echoes her in claiming that Roethke was “a poetic

ventriloquist of sorts, able to speak through masks of those whom he called ‘the great

dead’” (3). Both have noted that Roethke’s Lost Son sequence, his “most permanent

contribution to modern poetry” (Parini 4), is resonant with echoes of the poets Roethke
read, particularly the Romantics: Blake, Coleridge, Wordsworth. It has been suggested

that “the greenhouse occupies the same place in Roethke’s poetic evolution as the hills

5Robert Kusch, “My Toughest Mentor”: Theodore Roethke and William Carlos Williams (1940–1948)
(London: Associated University Presses, 1999).
6Letter from Williams to Roethke on September 26, 1941, cited in Kusch, 21.
7Letter from Williams to Roethke on November 14, 1944, cited in Kusch, 38.
8Roethke, Letters 122, cited in Kusch, 42. Kenneth Burke corresponded at length with Roethke over “The
Lost Son,” suggesting to Roethke that he “try joycing. . . (i.e. making up somewhat similar-sounding
words at top speed)” the “Charlie” section (later the stanzas starting “Dark hollows said. . .”) and
pushing him toward psychology and myth. [Kusch, 43. Also see Jay Parini, Theodore Roethke: An
American Romantic (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1979), 96–98.]
9Jenijoy LaBelle, The Echoing Wood of Theodore Roethke (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1976).
Parini, Theodore Roethke: An American Romantic.
10“. . . some of those titles in (Praise to the End!) are little quotes from those I think of as ancestors”
(Roethke, Selected Letters, 229–230). LaBelle’s chapter, “A Widening Sensibility” (51–83), identifies
these as Christopher Smart’s “A Song to David” (“Where Knock Is Open Wide”), William Blake’s “I
Want! I Want!” (“I Need, I Need”), Wordworth’s The Excursion, book IV, 115 (“Bring the Day!”),
Robert Herrick’s “The Wassaile” (“Give Way, Ye Gates”), Mother Goose (via Laurence Sterne’s A
Sentimental Journey) (“Sensibility! O La!”), and William Strode’s “In Commemoration of Musick” (“O
Lull Me, Lull Me”).
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and dales of the Lake District do in Wordsworth’s.”11 The greenhouse is a peculiar space.
With the neatness of a factory, it magnifies and accelerates the work of a garden,

cultivating growth itself as a virtue. Seasonless and commercial, perpetual spring

domesticated past pleasure, simultaneously autumn past celebration. I would like to

suggest that “The Lost Son” is a rendition of Wordsworth’s “spot of time.”12 In Roethke’s

“spot,” the unconscious is merged into the surface of the landscape, characterized by the

gradual dissolution of the hard edges of the land, and in which the speaker acquiesces to
melancholy as a condition of survival and growth.

Here, again, is Wordsworth’s approach to the first spot of time:

. . . down the rough and stony moor,

I led my horse, and stumbling on, at length

Came to a bottom where in former times

A man, the murderer of his wife, was hung

In irons. Mouldered was the gibbet-mast;

The bones were gone, the iron and the wood;
Only a long green ridge of turf remained

Whose shape was like a grave. (Prelude, 1799, I.306–313)

And here is the opening to Roethke’s poem:

At Woodlawn I heard the dead cry:

I was lulled by the slamming of iron,

A slow drip over stones,

Toads brooding in wells.

All the leaves stuck out their tongues;

I shook the softening chalk of my bones,

Saying,

Snail, snail, glister me forward,
Bird, soft-sigh me home.

Worm, be with me.

This is my hard time. (“The Flight,” 1–11)

“The Lost Son” begins at the defining moment of the spot of time: the confronta-

tion with the grave. Roethke’s diction echoes that of Wordsworth’s description of the

spot: wood, iron, stones, bones.13 The spareness of the elements indicates the essentiality

of this encounter. In these words and the other open vowels of this first group of lines

11John Wain, “The Monocle of My Sea-Faced Uncle,” in Theodore Roethke: Essays on the Poetry, ed.
Arnold Stein (Seattle and London: University of Washington Press, 1965), 61.
12With perhaps special attention to the 1799 version, in which the “implanted” spots are said to have a
“fructifying virtue.”
13LaBelle writes of Praise to the End! (in which “The Lost Son” appeared in 1951), “The poet can use the
idea of a tradition both to provide himself with models for his composition and to offer the reader a
guide into his poetry. The many affinities between Roethke’s autobiographical volume of fourteen
poems and Wordsworth’s Prelude in fourteen books show that Roethke was consciously selecting the
Prelude to fulfill both functions” (44). She offers a letter in which Roethke describes Praise! as “A kind of
tensed-up Prelude, maybe: no comment; everything in the mind of the kid.” (Roethke, Selected Letters,
148, cited in LaBelle, 45). While this does not directly indicate that Roethke was reading the Prelude as he
wrote “The Lost Son,” I think the similarities between the two poems are suggestive of intentional
correspondence, and the evidence at least illustrates the centrality the Prelude would have for some of
Roethke’s later poems.
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(slow, over, toads, forward, home), along with lengthened or shortened relatives
(brooding, out, tongues, shook, softening, soft, worm), the lyric O is buried and
modulated in an invocation that is directed not toward an apostrophized figure or the
grand totality of Nature, but toward a small, slimy, amorphous representative body of the
natural world. However, despite its allusiveness, “The Flight” is more explicit in its
subject than is Wordsworth’s spot of time: it does not merely host a symbolic emptied
grave but begins at “Woodlawn,” a graveyard—in fact, the very cemetery where Roethke’s
father was buried. The first line, “At Woodlawn I heard the dead cry,” displaces the
exclamation or interjection that forms the basis of lyric utterance into the mouths of the
“dead,” for whom the speaker is audience. Deposed, the speaker is “lulled,” shakes, and
from his agitation, is finally moved to “say,” “This is my hard time.” Impoverished, the
speaker is not accompanied by the noble, much anthropomorphized horse that follows
the speaker in The Prelude, whose need to be “led” serves as a reminder of the speaker’s
active role in his own experience. Instead, the speaker is in the position of begging the
presence and guidance of smaller, lower order creatures—snails, birds, and worms.
Perhaps owing to their expertise in subterranean and aerial routes, they are asked to lead
the way above and below the familiar ground; the speaker is “lost,” “home” is not
accessible in the usual ways.

Unlike Wordsworth’s distillation of the spot’s fluidity into pond, lake, or fountain,
Roethke allows the moisture of the scene to seep into the verse: the “slow drip,” the toad-
infested “wells,” the leaves’ “tongues,” the “glister” of snails. These are not pure bodies of
water; they have the sticky sheen of congealment around more solid objects and
the disturbing possibility of contamination by this contact. The rapid flow of water is
slowed into the characteristic protraction of the spot of time without clotting, crusting
over, or cleaning up. LaBelle has connected the speaker’s apprehension of the snail’s
“glister” with the Mariner’s transcendent vision of the watersnakes in Coleridge’s Rime of
the Ancient Mariner.14 While this seems mostly correct to me, her reading misses the
role these creatures play as mediators of the dead. The particularity of these animals
seems to indicate the division of the dead into three parts: the decomposing body left
to the worms, the flight of the soul accompanied by birds, and the melancholic lingering
of snail-memory, moving away but leaving a shining track that glues the living to
the grave. Exuding fractions of its being everywhere it goes, the snail oozes light and
reflectivity where it has been, heightening the visibility of its absence and retaining
a residual contact with the places and things it has encountered. In other words, the snail
is an embodiment of the melancholic ego that emphasizes both its diffuseness and
its special ability to incorporate and illuminate the past in its “glister.” The speaker’s
consciousness of “the softening chalk of my bones” connects him to the physical nature
of the snail: he has internalized the decay of the dead. His bones are “chalk,” crumbly and
desiccated, in need of the structural support of the snail’s “glister” to move “forward.”
Yet the softness of his bones is also a resistance to the “hard time,” a refusal to be

14“Like the Mariner, the protagonist in Roethke’s poem realizes that the slime contains not only
objectionable animal tendencies, but also germs of new possibilities of life, and thus he entreats, ‘Snail,
snail glister me forward.’ Just as the Mariner finally stops despising the ‘thousand, thousand slimy
things’ and sees their radiance, sees that ‘they moved in tracks of shining white,. . .and every track/Was a
flash of golden fire,’ Roethke sees the slime the snail leaves on its track not as repugnant and viscous but
as a brilliant substance that ‘glisters’—glitters and gleams” (LaBelle, 89).
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carried forward by time’s measured passage, a resistance which is echoed in the “soft
pond of repose” in the next lines. Desiring both to move “forward” and go “home,”

the lyric self’s allegiance to the past and the narrative self’s position in the future

produces the destabilizing tremor in the bones.15 Like the worm and the snail and the

“soft-sigh” of the bird, the speaker withstands breaking or tearing under the threat

of death by going “soft,” submitting to the loss of himself.

Fished in an old wound,

The soft pond of repose;

Nothing nibbled my line,

Not even the minnows came.

Sat in an empty house

Watching shadows crawl,

Scratching.
There was one fly.

Others have suggested that Roethke’s turn to the “old wound” is a psychological

turn, a turn toward the unconscious or some unresolved issue in his past.16 Along the

same line of thought, the word “repose” seems to me evocative of another

of Wordsworth’s most famous poems about returning to an emotionally definitive

moment, “Tintern Abbey”: “The day is come when I again repose/Here, under this
dark sycamore, and view . . .” (9–10).17 Appearing only once in Wordsworth’s poem,

“repose” nevertheless plays a quietly prominent role. As much a mode of sensation as

“hear[ing],” “behold[ing],” “see[ing],” and “view[ing]” in the first long passage that

records his glad return to the Wye valley, the word “repose” marks all the difference of

the speaker’s second encounter with the landscape, setting this occasion in contrast to

when first

I came among these hills; when like a roe

I bounded o’er the mountains, by the sides

15In other words, I am reading the “I” of “I shook the softening chalk of my bones” as containing the
contradiction of the lyric and narrative selves that meet and reverberate in the poem, a reading which
depends on a fragmented or divided understanding of the “I.”
16Harry Williams says these lines are “no doubt a metaphor for the unconscious” [“The Edge is What I
Have”: Theodore Roethke and After (Lewisburg and London: Associated University Presses, 1977), 47].
Parini offers that the pond is “perhaps a symbol for memory” (81). LaBelle writes that the passage is
about “exploring his past” (90). Roethke himself writes about “The Lost Son” in “Open Letter”: “. . . the
method is cyclic. I believe that to go forward as a spiritual man it is necessary first to go back” [in On
Poetry and Craft: Selected Prose of Theodore Roethke (Port Townsend, WA: Copper Canyon
Press, 2001), 51].
17This moment in Wordsworth is itself resonant with one in King Lear:

Gentleman: Our foster nurse of nature is repose,
The which he lacks; that to provoke in him
Are many simples generative, whose power
Will close the eye of anguish.

William Shakespeare, King Lear, Complete Works, ed. Stephen Orgel and A. R. Braunmuller (New York:
Penguin, 2002), IV.3.12–3.15. While in Lear, the repose sought is physiological, literally one that closes
the eye to the “anguish” of the waking world, Wordsworth’s repose is psychological, a state of waking
that evades anguish by closing the “I.”
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Of the deep rivers, and the lonely streams,

Wherever nature led(67–71).

The early animal exuberance with the landscape had produced a confusion of impulses,
causing the speaker to act “more like a man/Flying from something that he dreads, than
one/Who sought the thing he loved” (71–73). For Wordsworth, the ability to sense from
the perspective of “repose” is intimately allied with the heightening of perception that
accompanies maturity of thought; he has “learned/To look on nature, not as in the hour
of thoughtless youth, but hearing oftentimes/The still, sad music of humanity.” Finally,
just as the speaker no longer needs to dash over the landscape in order to ascertain its
magnitude, he no longer needs the direct input of his physical senses in order to perceive
the natural world. The landscape has become greater than the summation of “cliffs,”
“waters,” “plots of cottage-ground,” “woods and copses,” “hedge-rows”—no longer
merely the juxtaposition of topological features, it is

A presence that disturbs me with the joy

Of elevated thoughts; a sense sublime

Of something far more deeply interfused,

Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,

And the round ocean, and the living air,
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man,

A motion and a spirit, that impels

All thinking things, all objects of all thought,

And rolls through all things.

The natural world has become a stage of intensified presence, “sublime” and
indescribable, beyond naming it, “something far more deeply interfused,” a “motion
and a spirit” that reduces all conscious beings and all consciousness into a democracy of
“things” “impel[led]” by its unified energetic drive. In a condition of synesthesia and
surrender, the speaker consents to witness presence, to become lost in a way that
resembles the melancholic’s borderless self, yet which denies the self its armored
individuality in order to join a grand choral action, the cycles of life harmonized in a
landscape made allegory for a timeless twilight, a vast ocean, the music of the spheres. Just
as the speaker’s condition resembles melancholia, it also resembles a redemptive death, in
which

the breath of this corporeal frame,
And even the motion of our human blood

Almost suspended, we are laid asleep

In body, and become a living soul:

While with an eye made quiet by the power

Of harmony, and the deep power of joy,

We see into the life of things (44–50).

Accordingly, the sentence in which this passage appears begins with “I” (“Nor less, I trust
. . .”) but finishes in “we,” the “eye,” and consequently the perceiving individuality, of the
speaker subdued, demonstrating the loss of the self within a totalizing vision, all life made
singular, and, perhaps disquieting in the context of a poem written at least in part as a
memorial of the self, the poet’s language is relegated again to the unspecificity and
anonymity of “things.” In sum, “repose” in “Tintern Abbey” is both a state of heightened
receptivity and a condition of the self symptomatic of melancholia and death—a mode of
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willing renunciation of the ego that permits a generalized but keen consciousness to
preside in the present, over which the individual memory of the spot of time is projected

and recreated as a universal phenomenon.
However, reminiscent of the man “flying from something that he dreads,” “repose”

occurs in Roethke’s poem in the section called “The Flight.” The speaker is not gladdened
and subdued by the prospect of repose but fearful of its passivity, its apparent ceding of

will to directionless being. Only when he admits, “Nothing nibbled my line,/Not even the

minnows came,” does it become clear that his earlier invocation of the animals is one of

the most desperate solitude. The house is “empty”; like the plight of the Lady of Shalott in

her tower, life and the living are elsewhere, outside, casting “shadows” that can only be

“watch[ed].” And like the Lady of Shalott, the speaker is at work, not at the tapestry, but
recording in his own way, “scratching”—worrying at the skin or making marks on the

page, both repetitive exercises, like the shaking that reveals his soft bones, that seem to

relieve the symptoms of an “old wound” but which are just as likely to open it wider.18 At

last “one fly” appears, reminiscent of Emily Dickinson famous poem,19 and, as

despairingly as the corpse that has depleted the sympathy of the living and is only greeted

in death by an unintelligible buzz, Roethke’s fly proves insufficient: another scavenger

turning up to dine on rotten flesh, another hunger with no answer but the buzz, manic
monotony of repetition. The speaker implores,

Voice, come out of the silence.

Say something.
Appear in the form of a spider

Or a moth beating the curtain.

Tell me:
Which is the way I take;

Out of what door do I go,

Where and to whom?

The difference between “crying”—and buzzing—and “saying” is articulation—telling.

The difference between a spider and a fly is predation and contemplation, the weaving of

the web and the death bite as narrative, the mummification a neat procedure for

mourning. The difference between a moth and a fly is heroic: a moth will flutter single-
mindedly to his own death; a fly only attends the deaths of others. The speaker receives an

answer:

Dark hollows said, lee to the wind,
The moon said, back of an eel,

The salt said, look by the sea,

Your tears are not enough praise,

18Roethke openly rejects the “Victorian” mode, which he characterizes as “tired” and cowardly: “‘I am
half-sick of shadows,’ said the Lady of Shalott. She didn’t have the spiritual guts to peer into the black, to
take a full look at the worst” (Roethke, “A Psychic Janitor,” On Poetry and Craft, p.181). Thus, this
moment in the empty house is a low point, a moment of weakness from which the speaker must be
roused to action—as the Lady of Shalott is, resulting in her death.
19“I heard a Fly buzz—when I died—” Another Dickinson poem that turned up while I hunted for the
first is the lighthearted, “Bee! I’m expecting you!” which in fact contains the lines, “Reply/Or better, be
with me–/Yours, Fly” though I won’t attempt to argue that Roethke actually meant that fly.
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You will find no comfort here,

In the kingdom of bang and blab.

The answer comes in the form of riddles. The dark concavity and the bright convexity
give palindromes. “Lee to the wind” in a hollow is silence, repose, protection. “Back of an

eel” is also a “lee,” perhaps a masculine element, certainly another instance of slime, as

others have noticed.20 The salt chastises the incoherence of mere “tears,” which the “sea”

does better. The salt’s original relation to the sea seems to gesture toward further

regression. But salt is also a reduction of sea, a sea wrung out and crystallized, with its

crash and spray washed out, a sea that is portable, comprehensible, even edible. What it

has lost in force, it has gained in communicability, the unboundable sea made clear and
hard and countable. On the sea, “lee to the wind” is not safety but speed, the wind fully

behind the sails. Indeed, the speaker seems to respond to the directive, abandoning

postlinguistic violence to re-enter a stage of prelinguistic indeterminacy.21 The languor of

the “slow drip,” the snail’s “glister,” “fish[ing]” in “the soft pond of repose,” “s[itting] in

an empty house,” is immediately replaced by velocity and a flurry of objects, named but

passed too quickly to be considered:

Running lightly over spongy ground,

Past the pasture of flat stones,

The three elms,

The sheep strewn on a field,
Over a rickety bridge

Toward the quick-water, wrinkling and rippling.

Hunting along the river,
Down among the rubbish, the bug-riddled foliage,

By the muddy pond-edge, by the bog-holes,

By the shrunken lake, hunting, in the heat of summer.

Emerging from the sloth of fishing, the speaker becomes an active principle, a hunter,

actions directed by participles (“running,” “hunting”) rather than completed actions

(“fished,” “sat”). He moves away, “past the pasture of flat stones,” by aural implication

further into the “past,” beyond the cemetary, visually. His movements bring him through
a pastoral scene, lusher than Wordsworth’s “single sheep” and “one blasted tree,” toward

a series of water masses, the “quick-water,” the “river,” the “pond-edge,” the “bog-holes,”

the “shrunken lake.” No longer merely an implicit dampness, these are bodies of water

that exist in their own right, like the sea. However, unlike the “naked pool” or the “calm

lake” of Wordsworth’s spot of time, which have the appearance of clarity in a craggy and

dark landscape, these waters are visibly polluted and reduced. There is no clear water, no
clean water; the messy, dark, and diminished past is unconcealed and inseparable from

memory. Wordsworth may submerge his corpses beneath the surface of the water, but

Roethke’s tainted water cannot be titrated—thirst can only be answered by daring to

20LaBelle, 90–91; Kusch, 50, Parini, 88.
21Many have cited Roethke’s statement, “I go back because I want to go forward” (from his notebooks,
1944) and made the connection with T.S. Eliot’s, “In my beginning is my end” (East Coker, I) and “The
way up is the way down, the way forward is the way back” (The Dry Salvages, III). See, for example,
LaBelle, 87. It seems clear that “The Lost Son” responds to Eliot’s The Four Quartets, but I will not
contribute to that discussion here.
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swallow the bitter slime whole. In other words, recovery for Roethke means making the
unconscious conscious, writing “from the less-known side” of his nature, “drunker,
hotter, drippier,” as Williams had encouraged. Unlike Wordsworth’s melancholic
displacement, which results in the leveling of particulars into the shapeless generality of
“things”—achieving what Hass describes as “the luminous clarity of a general idea”—the
early elemental slipperiness of objects in Roethke’s poem develops into a gush of mud, an
intermediary wetland that will not be divided into the safety of land and the image-
reflecting water, but which is darkly generative in situ, like the first lines of the Waste
Land, “mixing memory and desire, breeding lilacs out of the dead land.”

Proceeding in a language that marks its repetitions without the more conscious
device of rhyme, Roethke creates visual and aural “wrinkling and rippling” through
the reiteration of the double-p, reversed into double-b, reversed again into double-d,
further addled in a trill of rs and a continuing residue of the consonantal riff: “wrinkling,”
“rippling,” “rubbish,” bug-riddled,” “muddy pond-edge.” The “bug-riddled foliage”
evolves into “bog-holes,” picking up insect consonants and plant assonance, and pointing
out, before the series of riddles that concludes “The Flight,” the other meaning
of “riddle”; that is, to make holes. When the riddle comes (“The shape of a rat?/It’s
bigger than that . . ..”), the association with vacancies is already in place. The riddle
makes punctures in the form of questions, like the “old wound” and the “dark
hollow”—punctures that create space for a “soft pond of repose” to fill it, perhaps a
protected space, a “lee,” into which the innate fluids can seep and be gathered. LaBelle
suggests that the answer to the riddle is the mole, after Blake’s epigraph to the Book of
Thel, and the answer seems plausible, given the parameters of the riddle and the direction
of the poem into “The Pit.” However, twice repeated in the riddle is the phrase, “Just
under the water/It usually goes,” reminding us that far more is sunken underwater than
this blind predator.22 If the answer is the mole, it is because he is a fusion of sensations:
“bigger,” “less,” “more,” “under”; “a rat,” “a mouse,” “a cat,” “an eel,” “an otter”; “soft,”
“wrinkle,” “grease,” “webby”—a synthesis of knowable things and feelings that goes
unseen and unfelt, leaving behind him only a “riddle” in the ground, a puncture and an
opening, the inverse of a “spot,” presenting not a familiar scene for return, but only a
vacancy, the act of dilation.

“The Lost Son” demonstrates flight, fear, and then, importantly, return. The return is
to the greenhouse—the greenhouse in winter, with “frost” on the “far panes,”
nevertheless replete with roses and chrysanthemums that “kept breathing in the dark”
and “moved in a slow up-sway.” The panicked outcry in “The Gibber,” “the time-order is
going,” is simply a fact of greenhouse activity: the normal “time-order” does not exist
because winter does not exist in the greenhouse. It is always a growing season, a life of
“perpetual agitation,” one that responds more to “money” than to the natural cycles of
“water.” The death of the father means the horror of confrontation of mortality—as the
end of life, but also as a reminder that growth is properly a cycle, and moreover, one that

22I had thought this line disqualified “mole” as an answer, but to my surprise, there in fact exist aquatic
moles. As another alternative, Harry Williams writes of these lines, “Roethke succeeds in suggesting the
image of a fetus” (50); Parini offers merely “monsters” and “fantasies” from “the arena of childhood”
and “the realm of the dream” (89). More compellingly, Kusch points out the conceptual framework
devised by the riddle: “The form concentrates our attention on the power of a word, as well as the
supposed existence of a thing, to fulfill the conditions of the search” (48).
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obeys laws of entropy. To return to the greenhouse is therefore the physical counterpart
to the psychological activity of the spot of time, a melancholic return to a zone of
heightened perceptivity within an otherwise barren scene. On the other hand, the
greenhouse, his father’s house, is flourishing, as though he had never left it and death
could be countered by glass walls and irrigation.

Outside, “it was beginning winter,” “brown” and “dry” in contrast to the warmth and
steam of the greenhouse. Others have recognized the connection of this passage with
Eliot’s “Ash Wednesday” and “East Coker,” but it also bears a relation to Williams’ “by
the road to the contagious hospital,” with which it shares a “brown” landscape, the
“wind” blowing, “the beautiful surviving bones” retaining life though “lifeless in
appearance.” As in the Williams poem, which finishes with a moment of stillness-in-
motion (“rooted, they/grip down and begin to awaken”) that means growth and change,
and, above all, spring, “it was beginning winter” ends with the “stay . . .” of the traveling
light and the “stop . . .” of the weeds’ “sway,” “stillness becoming alive,/yet still.” The last
words, the exhortation, “Be still./Wait,” contains both the promise of awakening from
“Spring and All” and the notion of Eliot’s “wait without hope”23 with the knowledge that
winter, not spring, is immediately to follow. Yet winter is also progress in this space of
perpetual harvest. Though assured that “A lively understandable spirit/Once entertained
you./It will come again,” the message is a little changed: the speaker has consented to
allow winter to enter the greenhouse, to allow death and melancholia. This agreement to
dwell in winter’s potential in “The Lost Son” is a condition of waiting that is a constant
return, a method of writing that is modeled on refrain.

23East Coker III.
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